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 AlphAbet 

1. Vowels
A. Circle the consonants in the words given below. One has been 

done for you.
ou r   s u n    o n e
s ee  p ea r    c u p
h our  b e l l   d oe

e y e  e g g    h a t
ea t   m oo n    p ie

B. Write the consonants. Some have been done for you.
b  c  d f g h i
k  l  m n p q r
s  t  v w x y z

2. Vowels and Consonants
Colour the vowels yellow and consonants green.

Yellow : i, e, u, a, o
Green : g, r, t, d, z, v, n, k, h, c, s, q, f, m, j, y, w, b, x, p, b

A. Fill in the blanks with correct vowels :
bat, rat  gun, sun pot, cot 
dish, fish   ten, hen

Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with vowels :
boy   owl  doll
pig   car  van
pony  tub  teddy
rabbit  apple  banana

3. Making Words
A. Change the order of the letters to make words to match each 

picture. One has been done for you.
1. DOG 2. NIB  3. SUN  4. PEN

B. Put the jumbled letters in right order :
saw  net  ant
rat  arm  tap

english Worksheet-1
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 nouns 

4. naming Words : nouns
Given below are pictures of persons, animals, things and places.
Do it yourself.
Read the following sentences. Underline the nouns and write them 
in proper columns :

1. I live in Agra.
2. The girl rides on the horse.
3. The puppies sleep in the garden.
4. Rajan goes to park everyday.
5. The lion lives in a cave.

People Animals Things Places

girl puppies Agra

Rajan horse garden

lion park

cave

5. proper and Common nouns
A. From the given picture, find out proper nouns and common 

nouns and write them in their columns :
Proper Nouns Common Nouns
1. Virat 1. Dog
2. Devika 2. Horse
3. Shonali 3. School
4. Nadia 4. Teacher
5. Hardik 5. Bird

B. Colour the clouds in the given colours :
Red : boy, postman, doctor, father, driver
Blue : horse, whale, parrot, kitten, dog, sparrow, lion
Yellow : chair, belt, table, doll, bus, lamp, table, mug, bag
Green : garden, park, school, Agra, Delhi, forest, hospital, 
   park, shop

C. Underline the Proper Nouns and encircle the Common Nouns 
in the given sentences. One has been done for you.
1. Divya is my best friend .

2. New Delhi is the capital  of India.
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3. I have a shiny bicycle .

4. I went to Dubai during my holidays.

5. These are many monkeys  in the zoo .

6. singular and plural nouns
A. Write the words in the correct blanks. One has been done for 

you.
Singular Noun  Plural Noun
hat    dogs
pig    eggs
web   cars

B. Do it yourself. 

7. Countable and uncountable nouns
Look at the given pictures. Write ‘C’ below ‘Countable Nouns’ and 
‘U’ below ‘Uncountable Nouns’. Two have been done for you.

C   C  U
U   U  C
C   U  C

8. Genders
A. Complete the sentences using the masculine or feminine 

gender:
1. Father and mother  2. Brother and sister
3. A boy and a girl   4. Aunt and uncle
5. Son and daughter  6. Wife and husband
7. King and queen   8. A lady and a gentleman

B. Match the given masculine genders with feminine genders. 
One has been done for you.
Masculine   Feminine
father   sister
brother   aunt
uncle   grandmother
grandfather   mother
king   woman
man   wife
son    queen
husband   daughter
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 pronouns 

9. pronouns : he, she and It
A. Look at pictures and put ‘He’,  ‘She’ or ‘It’ in the given sentences:

1. It is a football.   2. He is my teacher.
3. It is a butterfly.   4. He is a driver.
5. It is a swan.   6. It is a frog.
7. She is running.   8. He is eating an ice cream.

10. pronouns : him and her
Fill in the blanks using ‘him’/‘his’ or ‘her’. One has been done for 
you.
1.  My sister is playing. I want her to win.
2.  Ronnie and his father went to the zoo.
3.  He is playing. Let him play.
4.  The sweeper is cleaning the room. Let him clean.
5.  Navya is carrying books in her bag.
6.  The old woman made a doll for her grand child.

11. pronouns : his and her
Use ‘his’/‘her’ and complete the sentences. Two have been done for 
you.
This is his book.  This is her pencil.
This is his kite.   This is her football.
This is his bottle.  This is her bag.

12. pronouns : I, Me and You
Circle the pronouns in the given sentences. Some sentences may 
have more than one pronoun. (I, Me, You). One has been done for 
you.

2. you, you;  3. I, my,  4. My,  5. I, 
6. You,  7. I , everyone, me;  8. you

13. pronouns : We and us
Circle the correct words to complete each sentence. One has been 
done for you.

1. We,  2. us,  3. We,  4. We, 
5. us,  6. us,  7. us,  8. We
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14. pronouns : they and them
Circle the correct words to complete the sentences. One has been 
done for you.

1. them,  2. them,  3. they,  4. They,
5. them,  6. them,  7. them,  8. they

15. pronouns : this, that, these and those
A. 1. This  2. That  3. This,  4. That
B. Fill in the blanks with this/that. One has been done for you.

2. This,  3. This, that;  4. This, that;  5. This, that
C. Fill in the blanks with ‘These/Those. Two have been done for 

you.
3. These,  4. Those,  5. These,  6. These, those;
7. These,  8. Those, 9. These,  10. Those

 AdjeCtIVes 

16.� Adjectives-Describing�Words
A. Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives. The first one has 

been done for you.
2. Green,  3. Blue,  4. Nice,  5. Green,
6. Sharp,  7. Red,  8. Yellow,  9. Beautiful,
10. Cute

B. Use adjectives to describe the given things :
Blue sky,  Hot sun,  Big house,  Large ears, 
Green tree, Long trunk, Long neck,  Big animal,
 Pet dog, Small animal, Funny clown, Hissing snake

17.� Types�of�Adjectives
A. Underline the Descriptive Adjectives in the given sentences. 

One has been done for you.
1. beautiful 2. fast running 3. blue 4. good
5. hard-working 6. cold 7. very hot 8. big

B. Underline the Demonstrative Adjectives in the given sentences. 
One has been done for you.
1. those 2. This 3. this 4. those
5. those 6. these 7. These 8. such
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C. Fill in the Interrogative Adjectives :
1. Why,  2. How,  3. Which,  4. Which, 
5. When,  6. Whose,  7. Which,  8. Whose

D. Underline the Possessive Adjectives in the given sentences. 
One has been done for you.
2. my,  3. your,  4. my,  5. your, 
6. our,  7. his,  8. her

E. Fill in the Adjectives of Number and Adjectives of Quantity in 
the given sentences. One has been done for you.
2. every,  3. few,  4. one,  5. two,
6. twenty,  7. six,  8. some

 ArtICles 

18.� Indefinite�Articles�:�A�and�An
A. Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ before the words for the given pictures. Two 

have been done for you.
A girl,  An umbrella,  A shoe, 
An apple,  A sparrow, A ball, 
An ice cream ,  An owl,  An egg

B. Use ‘a’ or ‘an’ to fill in the blanks :
1. a, 2. a,  3. a,  4. An, 
5. an

C. Use ‘a’ or ‘an’ to fill in the blanks :
1. A,  2. An,  3. A,  4. An,
5. A,  6. An,  7. An,  8. An,
9. An,  10. An

D. Use ‘a’ or ‘an’ to fill in the blanks :
1. A, an;  2. An, an;  3. A, an;  4. A, an ; 
5. An, an;  6. An, a;  7. A, an; 8. A, an; 
9. A, a;  10. A, an

19.� Articles�:�A,�An�and�The
A. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’, ‘an’ or ‘the’ :

1. the, the;   2. the,   3. a,   4. a,
5. The,   6. a,   7. the,   8. an,
9. the,  10. the

B. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the :
1. A snail,  2. The moon,  3. An ox,  4. A sheep,
5. A balloon,  6. An ostrich,  7. The sun,  8. A pencil,
9. A giraffe, 10. An egg, 11. An apple, 12. An umbrella
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 Verbs 

20.� Verbs-Action�Words
A. Identify the action words. Also write a sentence on the action 

performed :
      action word
1. Virat is playing football.  Playing
2. Shikha is swimming in water. Swimming
3. Adi is brushing his teeth.  Brushing
4. Alia is skipping rope.  Skipping
5. Navya is reading her book. Reading

B. Look at the pictures and write the action words. Take help from 
the clues :
Writing  Playing  Running Eating
Drinking  Singing

C. Use the given words to complete the sentences :
1. standing, 2. drinking, 3. flying, 4. swimming,
5. running, 6. eating

D. Read the sentences and write the action words. One has been 
done for you.
2. going,  3. paints,  4. diving,  5. fly,
6. listens,  7. colouring,  8. grazing

21.� Contractions
A. Match the words to their contractions. One has been done for 

you.
1. I am   (a) Isn’t
2. Could have  (b) Can’t
3. Cannot   (c) You’ve
4. You have   (d) Couldn’t
5. Could not   (e) Won’t
6. Will not   (f) I’m
7. Is not   (g) Don’t
8. Do not   (h) Could’ve

B. Write the contractions in the given boxes :
She’s  Let’s   It’s
How’s  Could’ve  You’d
Aren’t  Shouldn’t  Wasn’t
We‘re  Doesn’t   They’ll
It’ll   You’re   He’s
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 AdVerbs 

22.� Adverbs
Verbs have been underlined in each sentence. Circle the adverbs 
that describes the verbs. One has been done for you.
3. accidentally,   4. suddenly,   5. here, 
6. carefully,   7. Finally,   8. slowly,
9. angrily,   10. at once

23.� Adverbs�of�Time
Choose the correct adverb and fill in the blanks. One has been done 
for you.
 2. already,   3. tonight,   4. tomorrow,  5. today, 
 6. now,   7. today,   8. quickly,  9. now, 
10. ago,  11. slowly,  12. recently

24.� Adverbs�of�Place
Underline the Adverbs of Place in the given sentences. One has 
been done for you.
 2. outside, 3. there,  4. down, 5. here,
 6. here,  7. there,  8. everywhere, 9. inside, 
10. somewhere

25.� Adverbs�of�Manner
A. Fill in the blanks with suitable Adverbs of Manner :

1. happily,  2. bitterly,  3. quickly,  4. nicely,
5. loudly

B. Fill in the blanks with suitable Adverbs of Manner, choosing 
them from the help box. One has been done for you.
2. impatiently,  3. attentively,  4. slowly,  5. patiently

 preposItIons 

26.� Prepositions�(On/In/Under)
A. Look at the given picture and use prepositions to complete the 

sentences :
1. under,  2. on,  3. under,  4. under,
5. in,  6. in,  7. on,  8. on,
9. in,  10. in
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B. Fill in the blanks with words from the box. One has been done 
for you.
1. in,  2. on,  3. under,  4. between, 
5. behind

C. Read the given sentences carefully and fill in the blanks with 
correct words from the box :
1. in front of,  2. under,  3. in,  4. behind,
5. under

D. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions :
1. under,  2. beside,  3. under,  4. on

E. Fill in the blanks using ‘in’/‘on’/‘between‘/‘under’/‘near’ :
1. on,  2. on,  3. on,  4. on,
5. between,  6. under,  7. in,  8. in

F. Fill in the blanks with ‘on’/‘in’/‘under’ :
1. on, 2. under, 3. under, 4. on,
5. on

 ConjunCtIons 

27.� Conjunctions�:�‘And’,�‘But’,�‘Because’
A. Combine the given sentences using ‘and’. One has been done 

for you.
2. Reena is a doctor and Sheena is a teacher.
3. I had sandwich and a glass of milk for the breakfast.
4. He opened the door and walked in.
5. Navya went to the shop and bought some chocolates.
6. Mother cooked the food and father set the table.
7. We studied in the afternoon and played in the evening.
8. Aryan and Tanmay are my friends.

B. Combine the given sentences using ‘but’. One has been done 
for you.
2. He is a good singer but he is not famous.
3. I am hungry but I don’t have any money.
4. I want to go to the market but it is raining.
5. Most people think Mathematics is a difficult subject but I like it.
6. My train is late but I think it will arrive on time.
7. I am afraid of dogs but not of parrots.
8. It’s a nice gift but I don’t like it.

C. Combine the given sentences using ‘because’. One has been 
done for you.
2. I have been awarded the scholarship because I worked hard.
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3. They joined the club because they wanted to make new friends.
4. I worked hard because I wanted to stand first in the class.
5. They don’t know much people because they are now here.
6. He must exercise because he is getting fat.
7. He did not go to school because he had fever.
8. I had not bought the dress because it was very expensive.

D. Fill in the blanks with ‘and’, ‘but’ or ‘because’ :
 1. but,   2. because,   3. but,   4. and,
 5. but,   6. but,   7. and,   8. but,
 9. but,  10. but,  11. because,  12. and,
13. but,  14. because  15. because

 sentenCes And punCtuAtIon 

28. sentences and jumbled sentences
A. Circle the subjects and underline the predicates. One has been 

done for you.
2. Asia  is the biggest continent.

3. Sanyam and Mona went to the mall.

4. My father brought tasty fruits.

5. My mother was happy because I came first in the class.

6. Shivaji  was a great Maratha ruler.
B. Match the subjects with the predicates. One has been done for 

you.
1. The camel   (a) a very loyal animal.
2. The cat   (b) is white and fluffy.
3. My dress   (c) is a beautiful flower.
4. The rose   (d) smiles very sweetly.
5. The dog is   (e) sat under the table.
6. The baby   (f) is called the ship of the desert

C. Arrange the given jumbled words to form a sentence. One has 
been done for you.
2. You go to the mall.
3. I am going to meet my friends.
4. The children are studying in the room.
5. We sang a lovely song.
6. We eat lunch in the afternoon.
7. I do not listen to music.
8. Children go to the school in the morning.
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D. Rearrange the words to make a sentence. Begin with a capital 
letter and end in a full stop.
1. I love to eat mangoes.
2. It is raining heavily today.
3. The boys are playing football.
4. I love to ride my new bicycle.
5. The birds are flying in the sky.
6. My mom bakes a cake for me.

E. Rewrite each sentence with a capital letter. Also put a full stop 
(.) at the end of the sentences.
1. I have breakfast everyday.
2. We respect our parents.
3. The cock crows early in the morning.
4. The lion is the king of the jungle.
5. Birds fly high in the sky.
6. I like to play football.
7. Soni is a good singer.
8. The child fell asleep.

29.� Punctuation
 Punctuate the given sentences using capital letters, full stops, 

question marks and exclamation marks. Rewrite them in the 
space provided. One has been done for you.
2. Ramya is learning to play the violin.
3. Agra is a historical place.
4. How much money do you have?
5. Hurray! We have won the match.
6. When will you do your homework?
7. Wow! You play the piano very well.
8. Navya and Mahi are good friends.

 tenses 

30. simple present tense
A. Underline the verbs in the following sentences. One has been 

done for you.
2. goes,  3. buys,  4. rises,  5. wags,
6. sings,  7. give,  8. drinks

B. Fill in the blanks with the simple present tense of the verbs 
given in the brackets :
1. looks, 2. gather, 3. plays, 4. runs,
5. work,  6. dances
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31. simple past tense
A. Underline the verbs in the given sentences. One has been done 

for you.
2. ploughed,  3. walked,  4. caught,  5. went,
6. looked,  7. worked,  8. sowed

B. Solve the crossword with the simple past tense of the verbs 
given as clues :

3W

E

N
5T A L

4C

K

H

E

K

O S E

P T

1S 2A

D

C. Rewrite the given sentences by changing the Simple Present 
Tense into Simple Past Tense. One has been done for you.
2. We pasted the pictures on the chart.
3. I ate cornflakes in breakfast.
4. The washerman washed the clothes.
5. The boys climbed up the hill quickly.
6. My father had a cup of coffee before going to office.
7. Neha spoke to Mona in the morning.
8. The monkey swung from the branches of the tree.

32.� Present�Continuous�Tense
A. Rewrite the given sentences by changing the Simple Present 

Tense into Present Continuous Tense. One has been done for 
you.
2. We are working on a project.
3. The birds are flying in the sky.
4. The fish are swimming in the pond.
5. We are going to school.
6. The dog is sleeping in the sun.
7. Manish is reading fairytales.
8. Teacher is taking us to the picnic.

B. Fill in the blanks with the Present Continuous Tense of the 
verbs given in the brackets. One has been done for you.
2. are working, 3. is taking, 4. are twinkling, 5. is setting,
6. is repairing, 7. are eating, 8. is cleaning, 9. are reading, 
10. is sitting
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 opposItes 

33. opposite Word
A. Match the opposites :

1. girl — boy 2. tall — short 3. guest — host 4. back — front
5. easy—difficult 6. thick — thin 7. fall—rise
8. clean—dirty 9. top—bottom 10. broad—narrow

B. Write the opposites of the given words :
1. Big—small 2. Fat—thin 3. Slow—fast 4. Soft—hard
5. Young—old 6. Hot—Cold 7. Clean—Dirty 8. Tall—Short

C. Choose the correct words and fill in the blanks :
1. long, short;  2. up, down;  3. fast, slow;  4. hot, cold

D. Look at the pictures and write the correct words. One has been 
done for you.
2. hot, cold;  3. soft, hard;  4. happy, sad

E. Write the opposites of the given words. Also, find those 
opposites in the given maze. One has been done for you.
happy sad first last
out in day night
fast slow right wrong
old young front back
yes no up down

c d s a d m q n y
n i g h t v u n o
s l o w i s i e u
m d o w n p e w n
w r o n g s t u g
o y l a s t f c g
a i b a c k j k l

F. Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with the correct words 
given in the brackets :
1. young, old;  2. hard, soft;  3. hot, cold;  4. small, big;
5. happy, sad;  6. night, day

G. Complete the given sentences :
1. young, 2. fast, out;  3. them,  4. weak, short;
5. clean, happy
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 blend Words 
H. Circle the correct spelling and cross out the wrong one. One has 

been done for you.
air aer mangau mango colour coulur

draup drop animal animel there thaer

dirty derty hair haer yellow yelo

tri tree giraffe jiraffe dat that

 CoMprehensIon 

34. Comprehension
The King’s Gifts
Read this cute little rhyme. Now answer the following questions by 
choosing the correct option :

1. (c) Three  2. (c) Three  3. (a) Vegetable  4. (b) Three

�BrAnDO-The�PArrOT�
Read the given passage carefully :
Now answer the following questions :
1. Brando is a parrot.
2. His feathers are green.
3. His beak is red.
4. He loves guavas and green chillies.
5. He says “I am Brando. How do you do?”

 the lIon And the Mouse 
Read the given passage carefully :
Now answer the questions by choosing the correct options :
1. (b) Sleeping 2. (c) The mouse woke him up 3. (a) He was caught in 
a net 4. (c) By cutting the net

 pICture CoMposItIon 

35.� Picture�Composition-I
Look at the picture. Fill in the blanks by choosing words from the 
box :
1. farm,  2. one, one;  3. Aman,  4. happy,  
5. fun
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36.� Picture�Composition-II
Look at the given picture carefully. Fill in the blanks using clues 
given in the box :
1. Hardik, pet;   2. Rambo,   3. bone, 
4. kennel,   5. boy, Rambo

37.� Picture�Composition-III
Observe the picture carefully. Write what everyone is doing :

He is singing.
He is standing.
He is enjoying. 
She is lying down.

38.� Picture�Composition-IV
Look at the picture. Write five sentences using the clues given in 
the box :
1. Shivam and his father are standing by a car.
2. Father is going to office.
3. Shivam has got a new car.
4. He also has a teddy bear and a ball.
5. Shivam is very happy.

 CreAtIVe WrItInG 

39. My school
Write 10 sentences about your ‘School’.
 1. I study in Modern Public School.
 2. It is in New Delhi.
 3. It is a very big school.
 4. It has got many class rooms.
 5. It has two large gardens.
 6. Our teacher teaches us how to read and write.
 7. I love my teacher.
 8. I also play many games there.
 9. I have many class friends.
10. I love my school.
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40. My Mother
Write 10 sentences about your ‘Mother’.
 1. My mother gets me ready for school.
 2. She cooks tasty dishes for me.
 3. She takes care of the whole family.
 4. She helps me in my home work.
 5. She plays games with me.
 6. She also scolds me when I am naughty.
 7. She loves me very much.
 8. She also goes to office to work.
 9. My mother is the best mother in the world.
10. I love my mother.


